
TOPAZ

Multi-Angle 
Spectrophotometer

Small Sleek Portable Touchscreen

Overview

Key Bene�ts

Topaz is the next-generation of multi-angle spectrophotometers for automotive refinishers.  The Topaz enables 
users to find precise and accurate formula matches By making paint color matching fast and simple.
Digital color matching and formulation provides a more complete solution than traditional paper standards, which 
saves users time and money in the refinishing process and ensures data-verified color quality with less time, 
effort, and error versus using visual matching. 
This user-friendly, portable, and affordable device, empowers users to create exceptional paint applications.

The compact design of the Topaz is specifically created for automotive refinishers who need to evaluate paint 
applications. 
This ensures a precise match to paint that may have faded from the original manufacturer’s specifications      
and delivers accurate evaluations of color. The Topaz makes automotive refinishing match selections 
more comprehensive and dependable, in a fraction of the time. 



TOPAZ

Topaz Advantages

Accurate Precision

The sleek, compact design of 
the TOPAZ  is small and easy 
to use.

The Graphical User Interface 
is visually simple, easy to use, 
and touch screen operated.

The device is easy to position 
on areas that are usually diffi-
cult to measure.

- Simple and intuitive for users of all skill levels through user-aiding features.
- Customizable touch screen interface
- Single-hand compact size
- Chargeable with USB cable
- Lightweight / portable
- Job management oriented
- Capacity for up to 30 jobs
- Fast synchronization with GenMix
- Dark mode option for precision in dark colors
- On-screen keyboard to name jobs
- Calibration lasts up to 5 days
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By combining Topaz and GenMix, we improve the accuracy of the color match by searching our Water and/or 
Solvent based database.
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